
Rewrite each sentence, by converting the phrasal verb into a normal verb.

Example: I had asked Tom to come at 5 pm, but he showed up very late.

 I had asked Tom to come at 5 pm, but he arrived very late.

Mrs. Williams  looked over my book report and gave me her feedback.1)

Je! is "lling in for Mark as the goalkeeper in this match.2)

I'll call on our new neighbors to ask if they need anything.3)

It's unfortunate that Aunt Sally passed away just a day before her birthday.4)

After considering several options for our annual holiday, we settled on London.5)

Why count on anyone else? Let's make the party arrangements ourselves.6)

The speaker touched on the need for good personal hygiene.7)

It's a good idea to take up some hobby classes during weekends.8)
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Rewrite each sentence, by converting the phrasal verb into a normal verb.

Example: I had asked Tom to come at 5 pm, but he showed up very late.

 I had asked Tom to come at 5 pm, but he arrived very late.

Mrs. Williams  looked over my book report and gave me her feedback.

Mrs. Williams reviewed my book report and gave me her feedback.

1)

Je! is "lling in for Mark as the goalkeeper in this match.

Je! is substituting Mark as the goalkeeper in this match.

2)

I'll call on our new neighbors to ask if they need anything.

I'll visit our new neighbors to ask if they need anything.

3)

It's unfortunate that Aunt Sally passed away just a day before her birthday.

It's unfortunate that Aunt Sally died just a day before her birthday.

4)

After considering several options for our annual holiday, we settled on London.

After considering several options for our annual holiday, we chose London.

5)

Why count on anyone else? Let's make the party arrangements ourselves.

Why depend on anyone else? Let's make the party arrangements ourselves.

6)

The speaker touched on the need for good personal hygiene.

The speaker mentioned brie"y about the need for good personal hygiene.

7)

It's a good idea to take up some hobby classes during weekends.

It's a good idea to start some hobby classes during weekends.

8)
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